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The illicit financial flows (IFF) agenda has momentum, but weaknesses
remain in its foundations, with the definition, measurement, and estimation
of IFF, especially as these apply to country level studies. Addressing these
weaknesses must include recognition of corruption’s role in facilitating IFF
generally. Donors should focus on promoting country studies of IFF and
broader anti-corruption policies in order to have the greatest impact on
curbing IFF.

Main points
• Problems with the typical definitions of IFF affect efforts to identify IFF,

estimate their value, determine their drivers, prioritise focus, and
establish the effectiveness of anti-IFF measures at various levels.

• Existing definitions of IFF, often designed for a global context, have
proven hard to relate to the IFF problems seen in individual countries.

• The methodologies researchers have used to make estimates of IFF
within specific countries have also proven problematic. Using full
balance of payments or ‘mirror’ trade mismatches often fails to capture
IFF, including most originating from government corruption, criminal
activities, and illegal corporate activity.

• There are reasons to question the underlying assumption of the
prominence of misinvoicing among IFF within standard estimate
methodologies.

• Attempts to address definitional questions must account for the role of
corruption not only in generating some IFF, but also in enabling and
facilitating IFF generally. As greater understanding of IFF at the country
level emerges, anti-corruption policies will prove very important in
curbing IFF.

• Researchers, policy makers, and donors should not rely on past (flawed)
IFF estimates and should focus on in-depth, in-country research across
the full range of IFF-related activities. This research will inform
country-level anti-corruption and anti-IFF policies.

• Researchers, policy makers, and donors should also recognise that
corruption is a fundamental hurdle to implementing anti-IFF measures at
country level. Accordingly, they should prioritise those factors that are
preconditions for succeeding in curbing IFF if there is enough popular
and powerful support. If there is not, they should support collective
action initiatives to reshape social norms and expectations.
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Foggy progress in IFF

The IFF agenda has made great strides. Over the last decade or so, the

problems caused by IFF and the policy choices needed to curb IFF have

been receiving increasing attention from world leaders. The issue has

maintained a high profile, as evidenced by the advocacy put forward in the

High-Level Panel Report (also known as the Mbeki Report); the aspirational

commitments made in the Addis Ababa Action Agenda (AAAA) for

financing for development; IFF’s inclusion in the ambitious goals and

targets set in the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and the

support from G20 leaders (High-Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows from

Africa, 2015; United Nations, 2015a, 2015b; G20, 2016).

There is now consensus that IFF have wide-ranging adverse consequences

for developing countries’ economic management, growth and development,

making it a priority on the development agenda. There is also consensus that

both national and international actions are needed to curb IFF (UNODC,

undated and OECD, 2016). Countries are increasingly coming together to

encourage policy measures that are directly linked to domestic resource

mobilisation (DRM) and preventing their loss through IFF. Preventive

measures at the international level include the promotion of tax information

exchange, sharing of tax enforcement skills, beneficial ownership registries

for legal entities, and asset recovery of stolen or illegally transferred assets.

There are also measures to discourage secrecy regulations, tax havens,

money laundering and terrorist financing, as well as transnational organised

crime, trafficking and corruption.

Further steps are in prospect, even perhaps in time rising to the ambitious

standards of the coherent, ‘whole-of-government’ coordinated policy

actions at both national and international levels that the OECD has

envisioned (as a challenge) (OECD, 2016). There seems to be a general

convergence in the thinking about what needs to be done to curb IFF. This

convergence in thinking is reflected in the OECD’s and the World Bank’s

recent thought leadership on countering IFF.

The OECD (2016) provides a framework and self-screening tool for

countries to help plan for, avoid, or resolve several key trade-offs or policy

inconsistencies and apply existing international standards effectively. The
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OECD is leading several programs related to tax and other activities critical

to the IFF agenda. Coherence and a whole-of-government approach in each

country and internationally are essential to successfully containing IFF.

The World Bank (2016) has summarised the panoply of operations that the

World Bank and/or other international agencies support or undertake with

relevance to curbing IFF. These range from better understanding IFF, to

partnering with the United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC)on

the Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative (StAR), and helping countries and

practitioners recover stolen assets.

In both sets of contributions, there is a sense that policies for specific

purposes that were previously unconnected are being brought together in the

new policy agenda for countering IFF (World Bank, 2016). Nevertheless,

although the IFF agenda may have highlighted many problems, it is

certainly not without its own problems.

The problems of IFF

Fair attribution would credit much of the success in creating the IFF agenda

to pioneering research and advocacy. Kar, Baker, and Cardamone

(summarised in 2015a) provided crucial advocacy research that highlighted

potential magnitudes of IFF from developing countries, while speculating

about the potential development gains that could have been made without

the loss of resources due to IFF. The capital flight research performed by

Ndikumana and Boyce was similarly important. However, indications have

emerged that there are some significant problems that may derail the

implementation of coming phases of the IFF agenda.

The ability to move from public awareness of the issues to actually doing

something about them has been hampered by vagueness about the

component causes and consequences that has arisen from and continues to

spill over into the definition of IFF itself. Similarly to the aggregate

definition of ‘corruption’, there is a considerable lack of precision in the

definition of IFF. This has direct effects on efforts to identify IFF, estimate

their volumes, determine their drivers, prioritise focus, and establish the

effectiveness of anti-IFF measures at various levels.
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The definitional problems will impede progress in the UN SDG process to

develop a measurable indicator for IFF.The SDG target referring to IFF is

Target 16.4: “By 2030, significantly reduce illicit financial and arms flows,

strengthen the recovery and return of stolen assets and combat all forms of

organized crime”(UN, 2015a). The specific indicator for IFF (Target 16.4.1)

is the “total value of inward and outward illicit financial flows.” The

indicator for IFF has been classified as one of a limited number of ‘Tier III’

items by the Inter-Agency Expert Group on SDG Indicators (IAEG-SDG).

This means the proposed indicator lacks an established methodology or

standard, both of which are being developed and tested. The IAEG-SDG
1has sought assistance from the UNODC and the United Nations Committee

for Trade and Development (UNCTAD) as custodian agencies in developing

the IFF indicator. These agencies have commenced their deliberations to

arrive at an agreed methodology, a task that may take two years or more and

involve pilot projects and testing. Obviously, if not resolved, the opportunity

for consistent tracking of IFF on a country-by-country basis against the

target in this development round could be lost. Meanwhile, delays lead to

uncertainty and confusion.

The research base for the estimation of IFF that has underpinned the global

agenda has come under pressure. Demand for analysis to inform policy

approach and design has been rising. But the approaches to estimation used

by many of the leading IFF or capital flight research teams, such as Global

Financial Integrity and Ndikumana and Boyce (henceforth GFI and N&B),

appear not to have been picked up in the IAEG-SDG process and have

proven hard to relate to the IFF problems seen in individual countries.

1. https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/iaeg-sdgs/
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There have only been a few recently published papers and notes addressing

the issues relating to the methodologies deployed thus far in the estimation

of IFF.2 However, the disquiet over the methodological problems is present

whenever IFF researchers confer. Little seems to have improved since the

World Bank’s seminal Draining Development publication.3 Nitsch finds

some prominent estimates of total IFF and one component, trade

misinvoicing4, to be meaningless and a matter of faith.5 Forstater has

worked through errors in some trade misinvoicing studies and worries that

the approaches used by the leading research teams create a distraction for

future, hopefully more useful, IFF research.6 As a result, where they can,

some, especially country researchers, are beginning to bypass the

methodologies that have previously been deployed.

Soundly formed estimates are important for understanding the significance

of the IFF problem and for prioritisation. When the IFF agenda was still in

its relative infancy, Fontana correctly stated the deeply felt suspicion that

what cannot be measured cannot be managed.7 But it could well be that the

conceptual foundations and initial analysis underpinning the IFF agenda

have been put together in too much haste, rather than being the outcome of

meticulous research and lengthy reflections on various policy influences.

Another problem is the linkages between the IFF agenda and the anti-

corruption agenda. Corruption and IFF are not synonymous. As greater

understanding of IFF at the country level emerges, it will become clearer

that only some IFF stem from corruption, though corruption plays a direct or

facilitative role in many IFF and types of IFF. This has been clear for some

time, both from research and observations on the potential interaction

between corruption, smuggling, and capital export under a repressed

exchange rate regime, eg May (1985).

2. Nitsch 2015; 2017; Forstater 2016a, 2016b, 2017

3. Reuter 2011

4. https://www.gfintegrity.org/issue/trade-misinvoicing/

5. Nitsch 2015; 2017

6. Forstater 2016a; 2016b; 2017

7. Fontana 2010
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Furthermore, whereas anti-corruption policies and programmes of many

varieties are suggested by various national and international NGOs, INGOs

as well as international intergovernmental organisations (IGOs) for all

countries, including those affected by IFF, few of these policies and

programmes are targeted specifically at addressing IFF. This paper suggests

that anti-corruption policies need to consider the relationship between IFF

and corruption if anti-corruption efforts are to contribute to curbing IFF.

Corruption threatens all the preconditions for curbing IFF, but also the

effectiveness of most of the general remedies to IFF.8 However, as the role

of corruption in relation to the various aspects of IFF has not been properly

explored, discussion of how anti-corruption efforts can help address IFF is

largely missing.

In countries with high corruption risk environments (systemic corruption)

that represent non-universalistic governance regimes with weak rule of law,

progress on curbing IFF as well as curbing corruption seems likely to be a

long haul.9 Still, the understanding of how to make a transition from such

governance regime types is slowly emerging while exposing many flawed

assumptions of previous policies ignorant of the relevance of regime type

factors and dynamics (Ibid). The establishment of an international

environment where IFF drivers and facilitators are identified and curbed,

albeit offshore, can assist in compensating for the weak prospects of

improving governance in such adverse environments. In many cases the

likelihood of effective change based on the standard anti-corruption and

anti-IFF remedies is slim before there is a shift in governance regime type.

At the international level, it also remains an open question whether the

political economy of needed change will also make it possible.10

Nevertheless, in line with the central anti-IFF policy proposals, we need to

ask if there is more that can be done in-country and internationally in a

complementary manner, given the many obstacles to changing identified

drivers and facilitators of IFF. The anti-IFF agenda still has a long way to go

before a realistic and context-specific agenda, taking both country and

international level contexts into consideration, can emerge.

8. Persson et al. 2013; Marquette and Peiffer 2015; Mungui-Pippidi 2015

9. Hadfield and Weingast 2014; Mungui-Pippidi 2015; World Bank 2017

10. Reuter 2016
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The opportunity to refocus

This ‘shaking of the foundations’ is occurring at a critical juncture as the

agenda’s research focus on volume estimates at a global or continental level

is now shifting and expanding towards more detailed and robust single

country, regional, and industry studies of how to prevent IFF at those lower

levels. For instance, country studies generally are intended to identify, with

specific country-relevant and industry-relevant understanding, the types of

IFF, the types of players involved, the channels used, and the drivers and

facilitators. These studies also seek to identify effective country-specific

policies to curb IFF. It is important for the next stage of the IFF agenda that

these country and industry studies draw on the firmest possible research

foundation.

Compared to the number of UN member countries, until now there have

been only a handful of IFF country studies, and fewer still have been

published.11 Many more will be needed if all UN countries are to progress

toward the IFF target between 2015 and 2030. These problems and

pressures create an opportunity – indeed, an imperative – to re-focus, so that

the IFF agenda move forward with greatest effect, to have a material impact

on curbing IFF across the widest possible range of countries.

Outline of the paper by sections

• Weaknesses in the IFF foundation details the pressure on the

foundations of the IFF agenda, notably the lack of clarity in the

definition of IFF and the weaknesses of the approaches most often taken

in global and multi-country studies to estimate the amount of IFF.

• Estimations of IFF sets out some thoughts on how the issues in section

of weaknesses might be addressed more constructively.

• The role of corruption in IFF reviews and expands the understanding

of the role of corruption in IFF.

• Practical approaches and country level discusses some critical and

practical proposals at the country level intended to advance the IFF

agenda at that level.

11. Country studies that have been published include studies of IFF for Brazil, China, India,

Mexico, Myanmar, Philippines, Russia, all from GFI, and an equivalent number from other

teams, including a World Bank study of the IFF flows from Somali piracy and IFF in Malawi

and Namibia (Yikoma et al. 2011).
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• Recommendations presents policy recommendations.

Weaknesses in the IFF foundations

The IFF agenda is a complex yet young subject, involving several multi-

disciplinary strands that have to combine to find effective ways forward. It

involves issues that often have been treated as distinct or unrelated:

• fiscal policy and taxation

• balance of payments (BoP) accounting and trade statistics

• financial sector capabilities and inclusion

• anti-money laundering and countering of terrorist financing (AML/CFT)

• technology

• exchange controls and exchange rate regimes

• criminology, intelligence and the judicial process

• industry policy

• property rights and real estate

• national and international law

• international cooperation and assistance.

Understanding in all these fields will be necessary in order to construct a

firm research foundation. There have been attempts to achieve greater rigor

and effectiveness within the IFF agenda as it has progressed. For instance, a

2011 U4 Issue12 attempted to clarify the links between IFF and corruption,

and how corruption may be controlled by stemming such flows.13 It

recommended a more evidence-based approach to tackling IFF, which

considers the costs and benefits of policy choices. It also advocated going

beyond then-prevalent reliance on anti-money laundering (AML) policies to

embrace more fully other policies to counter IFF. These included good

governance reforms to address corruption as a source of illicit funds and

more decisive efforts by rich countries to reduce support for havens that

facilitate secrecy and shelter the proceeds of grand corruption.

There has been some progress since 2011 in the range of policy actions

being deployed to counter IFF, especially at an international cooperative

level. While there will be more to come at the international level, there has

12. https://www.u4.no/publications/corruption-and-illicit-financial-flows-the-limits-and-

possibilities-of-current-approaches-2?

13. Reed and Fontana 2011
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also has been a lack of progress elsewhere. The problem that has received

the least attention is the lack of understanding of the concept IFF.

Defining IFF

Some activists as well as researchers have expressed concern that critiquing

the very definition of IFF itself risks undermining the progress made to date

in seeing the relationship that various facilitating factors, dynamics, and

actors at both national and international levels play in the loss of domestic

tax revenues as well as in various domestic and international criminal

activities. However, lack of precision in language undermines the ability to

identify the scope of a problem, and in this case the definition fails to

address key aspects of IFF. While the concern about undermining progress

may be justified, it is also not clear what progress it would be undermining.

There is little reason to expect any effective improvements the fight against

IFF when policies only address a part of the problem, or when actual effects

cannot be measured because the methodology does not accurately measure

the problem in the first place, or only measures part of it. A separate

question concerns the role of research relative to activism, when the full

contours of the relationship between the two that may not always be clear.

The definition advanced by Global Financial Integrity (GFI) has been that

IFF are “illegal movements of money or capital from one country to another.

GFI classifies this movement as an illicit flow when the funds are illegally

earned, transferred, and/or utilized.”14 To provide context to this definition,

it is common to identify particular international transfers or activities as

instances of IFF. For instance, the Mbeki Report (High-Level Panel, 2015)

elaborates that these funds typically originate from three sources:

1. Commercial tax evasion, trade misinvoicing and abusive transfer

pricing;

2. Criminal activities, including the drug trade, human trafficking, illegal

arms dealing, and smuggling of contraband; and

3. Bribery and theft by corrupt government officials.

14. GFI undated
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There have been many attempts to provide further detail to these high-level,

rather conceptual and descriptive definitions. On one hand, the OECD at

one stage broadly defined illicit financial flows as any financial flows “…

generated by methods, practices and crimes aiming to transfer financial

capital out of a country in contravention of national or international laws.”15

On the other hand, the World Bank (2016) describes IFF as falling into three

main areas, without clarifying their relationships to the definition:

• Acts: The acts themselves are illegal (eg corruption, tax evasion);

orSource of funds: The funds are the results of illegal acts (eg smuggling

and trafficking in minerals, wildlife, drugs, and people); or

• Use of funds: The funds are used for illegal purposes (eg financing of

organised crime).

Clarity of the concept, ie a clear definition of IFF, is directly relevant for

identifying IFF in-country and subsequently how to address them. The

definition also matters for estimating the volume of IFF: only flows that

qualify according to the definition should be included. Finally, the definition

also plays a direct role in assessing the effects of anti-IFF measures on the

various components of IFF. Such assessments depend on having a definition

that directly or indirectly can help identify the relevant components.

A very simple logic for the process of identifying country-level anti-IFF

policies is outlined in Figure 1.

15. OECD 2014:16
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Although straightforward, that simple logic depends on a clear definition.

Unfortunately, the definition of IFF has never been completely settled,

despite the fact that the definition has a material impact on what is to be

described, estimated, analysed and ultimately addressed through policies.

The identified sources of IFF are of course relevant, but they are in no way

sufficient to identify when IFF exist. What the typical attempts at definition

loosely suggest is also that the actual movement of money across a border

can represent a criminal offence/illegal act. Finally, these typical definitions

also suggest that illegal use of any cross-border flows also qualify them as

IFF, regardless of whether the source or the transfer is itself illegal.

Unfortunately, these examples of interpretations do not help improve the

precision of the definition as needed for qualitative in-country studies. As

has been suggested elsewhere, the definition of IFF is “marred by a lack of

terminological clarity, which somewhat limits the emergence of effective

policy options.”16

Figure 1. The process for identifying in-country anti-IFF policy measures.

16. UNECA 2013:2
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Comparing the GFI-definition to the OECD-definition provides some

interesting differences. The GFI-definition appears to imply that either the

cross-border flow of money is qualified as IFF due to its illegal source, or

due to the fact that the cross-border flow is illegal, or because the cross-

border flow is used for anything illegal. Under this definition, to identify

IFF it is first necessary to investigate each cross-border flow (recorded or

not) to determine whether any element of the GFI definition is present that

qualifies it as IFF (see Figure 2 below).

The IFF qualification criteria in the OECD definition present several

ambiguities. To define IFF as “generated by methods, practices” obscures

what type of activity that is involved. Here it is not possible to identify

whether the qualification of IFF has to do with the nature of the activity that

is the source of the financial capital, or if it concerns the mechanism used

for cross border transfer of financial capital. Both activities and transfer

mechanisms can be illegal according to the OECD definition, but it is not

clear if there is a distinction between source activity and transfer

mechanism. Nor is it clear what else is covered by ‘methods’ or ‘practices’

that are illegal, particularly as there is no reference to any specific legal

source.

That separation between source activity and transfer mechanism should

however be possible to make when the illicit financial capital has been

generated through a criminal offence, which the OECD definition makes

reference to. Due to the demands for legal safety, criminal offences must be

very precise as to how they are defined. To be able to separate between the

source activities and the transfer mechanism following the OECD

definition, dividing the definition into three elements similar to a criminal

offence may help analyse the value of the definition from a precision

perspective (OECD definition reference within quotes):

1. “[F]inancial capital generated by methods, practices and crimes” (source

activities generate financial capital), and;

2. That have as an “[aim] to transfer financial capital out of a country”

(intent to attempt a transfer, or the completed transfer, of capital out of a

country), and;

3. The concerned transfer is “in contravention of national or international

laws” (illegal status of the transfer mechanism or of the use of

transferred financial capital in transfer origin country, in transfer

recipient country, or in any transfer transit country, or due to
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international law).

Element 1 does not imply that the source activity has to be illegal, except

when it concerns crimes. Nor does it say anything about what specific

activities that generate the financial capital in question, ie the source can be

any activity that forms part of some methods or practices that aim to transfer

financial capital out of a country. It also says nothing about where those

activities have to take place, which means they can occur anywhere,

although element 3 relates to laws that can only be valid when certain

conditions are met, such as within a certain territory. Also, there are

ambiguities to the applicability of the definition as it does not identify a

legal or physical person as the agent that has an aim to transfer financial

capital across the border. Instead, it is the ‘methods, practices and crimes’

that aim to do that. A criminal offence that aims to do that should not be a

problem as qualified subjects are always defined in criminal law to

determine its applicability. But ‘methods and practices’ in element 1 seem to

refer to some combination of human activity, technology and process that

result, or attempt to result, in a cross-border transfer of financial capital.

When the qualification of IFF depends on the illegality of ‘methods and

practices’ it is crucial that its components are defined so they can be

identified. Due to the reference to illegality in element 3, it appears these

methods and practices must be identified by reference to the valid laws of

each single country. Alternatively, if the qualification of IFF does not

depend on the illegality of ‘methods and practices,’ it will instead be

important to be able to distinguish illegal cross-border transfers of financial

capital in each country.

Element 2 depends on an interpretation of the meaning of the term ‘aim.’

Firstly, to aim for some specific result when doing or using something, such

as an illegal transfer mechanism to transfer financial capital across the

border (as defined in element 3), can relate to so called ‘criminal intent’ in

relation to the completion of a criminal act. In this case it could also be

extended to other illegal acts, ie not only criminal acts. Another possible

interpretation is that it relates to an attempt and not the completion of the

use of a criminal/illegal transfer mechanism to transfer financial capital

across the border, which can be criminal/illegal because of the intended use

of financial capital or because of the type of transfer mechanism itself (as

defined in element 3).
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However, if it concerns a criminal attempt, that does not suffice on its own.

Any reference to a criminal attempt needs a criminal offence to refer to,

which is only indirectly offered in element 3. Element 3 refers to what some

unspecified existing laws stipulate as legal or illegal. When we look at IFF

as a criminal offence, it would need to be manifested in domestic criminal

laws. Element 3 is fully possible as an element in a criminal offence should

it be precise, although few countries refer to international law in their

criminal codes. Rather, they seek to incorporate international law

commitments into domestic law to make it comply with its domestic

validation rules for law (promulgation rules). As this third element now

stands, it seems to refer to criminal offences on international money

laundering and terrorist financing.

The meaning of the attempted financial capital transfers referred to in the

OECD definition of IFF will depend entirely on what valid criminal law in a

certain country qualifies as criminal, ie the transfer mechanism itself or the

intended use of the financial capital making the transfer criminal, or both.

Also the open questions in element 1 and 2 ought to be answered in criminal

law: what the specific activities are, where they need to occur and by whom

committed (to determine jurisdiction), within what time, what elements that

need to be present for a crime to have been committed, and how the various

elements need to be covered by subjective intent. Due to the level of

precision in criminal law, the distinction between various acts and the

transfer mechanisms in ‘methods and practices’ would be likely be clear. An

unresolved problem with element 3 is that it refers to illegality, which could

cover many other acts and transfer mechanisms than those in criminal

offences alone. The questions relating to lack of precision remain.

This analysis using a criminal offence perspective to precision has

limitations in relation to the wider definition. It suggests that the OECD

definition simply stresses the importance of identifying and preventing

attempts at already illegal cross-border transfers of financial capital

according to unspecified national or international laws. To refer to the

OECD definition as proscribing a criminal offence is of little, if any, value.
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It is possible there is some implicit assumption that the OECD definition

would capture a chain of flows that is illegal in each step that would consist

of incomes from illegal or criminal activities (source activity), and illegal or

criminal cross border transfer/s (transfer mechanism).17 Alternatively, there

is a chain of flows with partial illegality or criminality, in which either the

source activity or the transfer mechanism is illegal or criminal. Unlike under

the GFI definition, the eventual use of the transferred financial capital does

not immediately appear relevant to qualify an IFF according to the OECD

definition. However, it is also possible that a transfer of financial capital can

qualify as illegal or criminal if the intended use of the financial capital after

transfer is illegal or criminal. The implied assumptions are not clear.

For anyone trying to establish the prevalence of IFF defined in these ways,

there are subsequently a wide range of factors that need to be identified (see

Table 1 below).

Table 1. Comparison of IFF-qualification criteria in the GFI and OECD IFF

definitions. Source: Eriksson, 2017a

17. Attempt, solicitation, conspiracy are separate criminal offences while complicity is

participation in a completed criminal offence.
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How do these different definitions matter for identifying the relevant IFF in

a specific developing country context? From a practical perspective, there

are major differences between them. The first difference concerns the source

for defining when a qualifying factor is deemed illegal or not. In the OECD

definition, reference needs to be made to international law as well as

national law. GFI does not mention the source of law. The second difference

concerns the need in the OECD definition to qualify methods, practices and

crimes that contribute to generating financial capital for which there is an

aim to make an illegal transfer across a border. It is unclear how to define

that aim and subsequently to know when it exists. Is it defined by

establishing objective factors that amount to an ‘aim’? Or, does it relate to a

subjectively qualified ‘aim’, as required for ‘subjective criminal intent’ in

relation to the completion of a criminal offence? In the case of the OECD

definition, it could also be extended to other illegal acts, ie not only criminal

acts. As suggested above, it could also relate to an attempt and not the

completion of the use of a criminal/illegal transfer mechanism. Without

knowing when that aim exists, it is not possible to identify the existence of

IFF by choosing one, two or all three interpretations. However, each choice

will produce very different results from the other ones. These sets of

differences can be expected to result in considerable divergences when

seeking to identify context-specific IFF and therefore also the targeted

policies to prevent it.18

18. Eriksson 2017a
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As suggested above, the identification of the context-specific IFF are likely

to differ considerably depending on the interpretation of the uncertainties

contained in the definitions. In the OECD definition, it is not clear whether

‘practices and methods’ have to be illegal or not. If they have to be illegal, it

is unclear what contribution to such generation is enough to qualify a

method and/or a practice as illegal. That difference alone will have an effect

on the identification as well as the volume of IFF. Also, if methods and

practices that contribute to generate the cross-border transfer have to be

illegal, it appears neither the status of the recipient nor the use of a cross-

border transfer matters for identifying the relevant IFF in a specific

developing country context. That would take away flows of legally

generated revenues, transferred via legal mechanisms, received by terrorists,

or used to fund terrorism, human trafficking or other forms of international

organised crime, from being included in IFF. Due to the persistent existence

of secrecy in the global financial system, created and protected by nation

states, coupled with the ease of using highly complex transaction structures,

there is little reason to believe that only illegally earned money is the sole

relevant source of funding for illegal activities.19

Identifying and accessing information to identify
IFF

The consequences suggested above are primarily based on a theoretical

analysis of the definitions. The more practical issue concerns how to

identify and access information about cross-border transfers of financial

capital and about the factors that qualify them as IFF in a specific

developing country. The barriers to identifying and accessing information

about qualifying factors create immense difficulties regarding reliable

identification and measurement.

19. OECD 2016b; UNODC 2010; GFI 2017
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Only a small percentage of illegal acts (civil, administrative/public and

criminal) are detected and reported. For criminal offences, an even smaller

number end up with convictions, which offers the only confirmed instances

of criminal activity.20 The same applies to illegal behaviour according to

civil law or administrative/public law. The few instances confirmed as

illegal can be found by looking at civil law judgments and cases of recorded

regulatory and administrative breaches. But what about all illegal and

criminal acts that cannot be found in public records, but that are linked to a

cross-border flow? Public records would not always record the linkage to a

cross-border flow (or the value of it).

Another issue concerns how to establish legality/illegality by looking at the

status of a recipient of a cross-border transaction. Should that illegal

recipient only be identified as the first recipient of a cross-border transfer or

as a recipient further down a chain of transfers, even if only a part of the

original cross-border transfer reaches that prohibited recipient? Similar

problems of where to stop in the transaction chain arise when trying to

establish the legality or illegality of the use of such a transaction.

As suggested above, besides deciding where a cross-border transfer ends, it

will also be necessary to access foreign public data on illegal acts (civil,

administrative/public and criminal) that can be matched with the cross-

border transfers.

However, as the cross-border transfers also may be illegal themselves, the

publicly available data on all legal cross-border transactions can only be

expected to represent a part of all actual cross-border transfers. That holds

also whether one assumes that all cross-border transfers take place within

formal transaction systems or also include Informal Value Transfer Systems

(IVTS), which can be legal as well as illegal.21

Both within and outside such systems, illegal cross-border transfers do take

place. Consider if one decides to only use publicly available cross-border

transfer data. How can a researcher identify the cross-border flows that are

illegal due to, for instance, a bribe paid to an officer at a financial institution

or at an IVTS to agree to fraudulently register false transaction details? Such

transfer data is unlikely to include facially illegal activity, so how would a

20. Reiner 2007

21. Passas 2015
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researcher be able to spot illegal transfers that would qualify a cross-border

transfer as IFF?

Subsequently, the definition leaves a researcher not only with an

enormously difficult task, but also with the need to engage in speculation,

estimation or rather ‘guesstimation.’ And all of these problems arise at the

very first step of the process for identifying in-country anti-IFF policy

measures (see Figure 2 below).

Figure 2. The process for identifying in-country anti-IFF policy measures.
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Of course, making qualified guesses is nothing new in many research

disciplines and policy areas. For example, a central feature of economics

concerns selecting certain behavioural and contextual factors for inclusion

in models aiming to predict the outcomes of shifts in selected variables.22 It

is also common to make estimates of undetected criminal activities and

make projections of future developments.23 Based on such guesstimates,

some choose to add another level of estimation to arrive at a reasonable cost

of criminal activities.24 To that regard, Kleiman et al25 make an

observation:26

“Although financial-cost estimates are useful for budgetary purposes,

sometimes the most pertinent dimensions of a problem are not registered on

the accountant’s ledger. Omitting the avocadoes is fine when making

goulash, but not when making guacamole. In this regard, crime is more like

guacamole: if you omit the non-financial costs of pain, suffering, and death,

and the additional costs created by the fear of those non-financial risks, you

are missing most of the problem.”

Making educated guesses is also a practice used in management in contexts

of uncertainty where not all the influencing factors or dynamics of a

problem or a goal are known. Such educated guesses rely equally on science

(logic and evidence), craft (practical experience), and art (creativity and

imagination).27 Given the considerable uncertainties surrounding the IFF

concept, the difficulty in identifying the country-relevant IFF, the uncertain

effectiveness of counter-IFF policies and their fit with contexts having weak

governance and rule of law, the use of educated guesses appears useful for

country-level work on IFF in many respects.

22. Akerlof and Shiller 2009; Hoff and Stiglitz 2016

23. Reiner 2007

24. GFI, 2017

25. https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/246405.pdf

26. Kleiman et al 2014:8

27. Mintzberg 2004; 2009
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Without a better understanding of the types and extent of IFF, future

attempts to assess the effectiveness of anti-IFF policies will be fraught. One

possible approach in that circumstance would be to disconnect the chain

outlined in Figure 2 above, and simply assume that the chosen anti-IFF

policy measures (the solutions) are effective in the specific context. Such an

approach would focus on measuring the achievement of the proposed anti-

IFF solutions, and not on measuring their impact on the factors that

delivered the guesstimate of IFF. That would however represent a repeat of

the common critique against development policies for not being able to

show impact.28 On the other hand, alternatives for measurement do exist, as

when impact measurement is unsuitable.29

An alternative would be to assess the effect of anti-IFF policies on the

factors that plausibly contribute to maintaining the dynamics and

interconnectedness of the system that make IFF possible (Eriksson, 2017b).

That ‘disruption approach’ requires that step two in Figure 2 above focuses

on so called ‘systems mapping.’ Systems mapping tools help explore the

system, communicate understanding, and allow for the identification of

knowledge gaps, intervention points and insights (Hummelbrunner and

Williams, 2010).

Finally, an alternative way of identifying IFF (further discussed in Chapter

3), and the approach most often used to date, is based on the cross-country

flow data in the balance of payments (BoP) that are assumed to be linked to

illegality (see Figure 3 below). The BoP is an integrated set of statistical

accounts setting out all the economic interactions of the residents of a

country with the residents of the rest of the world. This approach relies on

assumptions that accounting balancing items and statistical mismatches

represent illegal behaviours and thus attributes them to be IFF. The approach

only leads to highly aggregated estimates. For more disaggregated

assessments, the onus still falls on the researcher to identify the flows where

there is illegality at source, the cross-border transfer mechanism or use

(including recipient status). Consequently, such assessments include all the

same uncertainties as described above.

Accuracy cannot be any better than the quality of the estimates and the

assumptions behind them. Should the estimates be wrong, the wrong drivers

28. Riddel 2008; Norad 2014

29. Gugerty and Karlan 2018
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and facilitators will be identified and the wrong policies developed. In such

circumstances, it’s appropriate to ask: how good can these estimates be?

The scope of the IFF definition

Another problem concerns what to include as IFF and what not to include.

Country researchers on IFF have encountered difficulties and others

advance arguments for expanding the scope of IFF. Below is a selection of

questions, accompanied by motivating arguments, this problem raises.

Should IFF only comprise international transfers of
funds, or also include domestic transfers of funds?

While the consensus has been to focus on fund flows across the border,

some researchers describe some purely domestic flows as IFF.30 The

argument is partly a consequence of looking at domestic revenue

mobilisation and the loss of tax revenues, which is one of the motivations

for the anti-IFF agenda. One can argue, based on traditional31 legal

principles32, that revenues generated from illegal activities cannot be taxed,

regardless of whether they leave a country or not.33

Figure 3. The two steps to decide if an activity is an IFF (Source: Alex

Erskine).

30. (Global Initiative and Estelle Levin Ltd, 2017a, 2017b)

31. http://www.duhaime.org/LegalDictionary/C/

CommodumExInjuriaSuaNemoHabereDebet.aspx

32. http://www.duhaime.org/LegalDictionary/C/CrimenOmniaExSeNataVitiat.aspx

33. Enste 2015
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Not all countries do apply this principle though. For example, in the USA a

person’s taxable income will be treated the same regardless of whether it

was obtained illegally. In the legal case James v. United States (1961), the

Supreme Court held that ill-gotten gains had to be included in the "gross

income" for Federal income tax purposes even if other laws would

eventually forcibly require the return of those criminal proceeds.

Consequently, analysts will have to take account of the (complex and

country-specific) tax treatment of types of illegal economic activities that

involve domestic and international transfers. While both domestic and

international illegal money transfers may result in a potential loss of funds

for development, the way that illegal economic activities are taxed and

valued directly influences the eventual net effect on development.34

Independent of the question over the tax treatment of illegal economic

activities, some important new research from the Gold and Illicit Financial

Flows (GIFF) project of the Global Initiative against Transactional

Organised Crime (Global Initiative) explicitly includes domestic IFF,

motivated by the practical difficulties at country level to distinguish between

informality, illicitness, illegality, and due to porous borders.35 While those

circumstances may indeed make it more difficult to identify cross-border

flows, one can question whether the cross-border characteristic of IFF can

be replaced by a requirement for loss of tax revenues even if that is one of

the motivations to prevent IFF.

Should IFF only comprise transfers of financial capital,
or also include more physical or intangible mediums of
value, such as goods, services or property rights?

Starting from the point of view that IFF represent a loss of resources for

development, the consensus over time has developed that IFF should

include not just money or financial capital but effectively any asset (or

value) that illegally leaves a country and subsequently cannot contribute to

development. Outflows involving illegal goods or services are difficult to

understand as a loss to development if they cannot be taxed due to legal

principles preventing such activities from generating legitimate sources of

taxable revenues. Legal trade involving a fraud to illegally transfer money

out of a country via trade payments is clearly part of IFF. But international

34. Enste 2015

35. Global Initiative and Estelle Levin Ltd 2017a; 2017b
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illegal trade involving legal goods and services is a different matter. The

illegal component is that such trade occurs on a black market, ie it is not

transparent and does not follow formal requirements for economic activities

involving trade. Such international illegal trade can concern legal goods

such as timber from country A, sold to someone in country B, with eventual

payment made to the seller, domiciled in country C, or to a group of sellers

domiciled in countries D, E and F. This means that the goods traded have

illegally been transferred across the border in country A, but the money

flows for this trade leaves country B with recipients in countries C, D, E or

F. With a definition of IFF confined to money or financial capital, country A

would not suffer a loss of resources for development for the reasons that no

money/financial capital leaves country A. The timber in this example can be

replaced with other illegally traded assets (owned items that can be easily

converted into cash) leaving country A, with the same effect. Nevertheless,

physical assets (items of value) have left the country.

A similar situation concerns a fraudulent swap of assets between country A

and B. The value fraudulently hidden through the swap can be converted

into money outside country A. Again, a definition that extends to assets (or

value) would address this problem.

Should IFF only comprise illegal activities (methods,
practices and crimes) of business and governments, or
also include illegal activities of individuals?

Outflows from all illegal activities are damaging to the economy and

development, whether the perpetrator is an individual or a firm or

government official. Inflows may be an offset in a purely balance-of-

payments statistical sense, but they keep more funds out of the formal

economy and add to governance problems. Money is fungible: there is no

difference between the cross-border flow of one illegal dollar and another

illegal dollar, no matter who is responsible for the flow (business,

government or individuals). Thus, the definition needs to be extended to

include the illegal activities of individuals.
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Should IFF only comprise illegal activities (methods,
practices and crimes), or include legal activities that are
deemed illicit?

The GIFF’s in-depth studies of gold mining activities in West Africa

suggested that not every IFF is illegal: some are only illicit.36 This brings

the discussion back to a continuing problem with the IFF concept: the term

‘illicit’ includes illegal acts but also includes disapproval by society.37

Illegality requires that a crime or otherwise breaking a law or a regulation is

involved at some point in the activity. The illegality criterion explains why

tax avoidance, such as intra-firm profit shifting, is not an IFF, whereas tax

evasion is. One way of understanding the choice to stop at illegality is

because it removes uncertainty and personal discretion for deciding what is

illegal. As such, laws provide legal certainty. Additionally, by referring to

law, the responsibility for deciding what is legally acceptable rests squarely

on national parliaments or legislatures. Another reason in favour of the

illegality criterion has to do with pragmatism: it is easier for governments to

agree to a definition that refers to illegality as the criterion for IFF because

what is illegal is something they have control over. For governments that

have no interest in preventing IFF, that criterion is clearly preferable.

Choosing illegality also makes it more likely that it is possible to estimate

IFF because there will be more information available on criminal activities

that have been reported and prosecuted.

36. Global Initiative and Estelle Levin Ltd 2017a; 2017b

37. Cambridge University Press 2017
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Nevertheless, law may stipulate what is legal or illegal, but it certainly does

not mean that laws reflect a societal consensus of what ought to be legal and

not, as legislative power may represent specific interests that are

unrepresentative of society at large.38 This is particularly true in many

developing countries, where the law clearly suffers from this sort of

problem, but perhaps more so in selective and particularistic implementation

of law and policies, as well as in the allocation of resources.39 Subsequently,

using the qualification of illegality may in fact ignore the political realities

behind IFF by not recognising ‘legal corruption.’40 In other words, the

quality of laws and the interests they represent render them unreliable in

identifying extractive economic institutions that contribute to transferring

public resources out of a country, further undermining the interest of

political elites to take an active interest in improving domestic governance

and institutions.41

38. Blankenburg and Khan 2012

39. Acemoglu and Robinson 2012; Mungiu-Pippidi 2015; Kaufmann and Vincente 2011

40. Kaufmann and Vincente 2011

41. Reuter 2011
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Should IFF only be defined according to what is deemed
as illegal in the laws of the country where the flow comes
from, or it can be defined as illegal by the laws of the
receiving country, or by the laws of some other nation
state?

Finally, the OECD definition of IFF indicates the illegality should be in

respect of “national or international” laws, whereas the World Bank says

“national” law is the criterion.42 In practice, however, no consensus has

developed and researchers have not focused on this issue. The domestic

laws of some countries have extraterritorial reach in terms of standard-

setting for behaviours by actors in other jurisdictions. However, such laws

only establish jurisdiction over such actors abroad if they have some legally

defined connection to the country of the law. Examples of such

extraterritoriality can be found in the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the

UK Bribery Act, as well as in anti-corruption legislation of other

jurisdictions who are parties to the OECD anti-bribery convention.

Consequently, national laws, whether they have extraterritorial reach or not,

identify illegal (including criminal) activities that relate to physical and

legal persons that somehow have a legally valid connection to the respective

nation.

International law differs from state-based legal systems in that it is

primarily applicable to countries rather than to individuals or

organisations. Much of international law is consent-based governance,

which means that a state member is not obliged to abide by international law

unless it has expressly consented to it. There are exceptions to consent-

based international law, which establish mandatory demands on the

behaviour of states and non-state actors regardless of consent. However,

such mandatory norms are found in customary international law and

peremptory norms (jus cogens), which do not relate to IFF. This means that

the definition of illegality based on an international law cannot be applied to

a state that has not consented to that international law. For those countries

that have consented to certain international law, there need not be a conflict

between national and international law in defining what is illegal and not:

42. “The principle adopted by the WBG is that cross-border movement of financial assets

are considered illicit only when they are associated with activities that are deemed to be

illegal in the local jurisdiction.” (World Bank 2016)
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international law consented to supersedes conflicting national law, although

international law may not yet have been incorporated into national law.

But the reference to international law might create conflicts with national

laws due to how they are interpreted.43 That has immediate relevance for

how to define what ought to be illegal in national law, and hence directly

impacts how to define IFF in a specific country. Whereas economic policies

are rarely the subject of international law, an open question is how to

interpret what qualifies as abusive laws that legalise corruption,44 or

‘extractive economic institutions’ that are structured to extract public

resources and put them into the hands of private actors.45 Either way, the

reference to national and international law makes the scope of IFF relative

in each country.

Having reached this critical juncture in pursuing the IFF agenda, it is now

time to agree to a more precise definition of IFF so that country studies and

other research can proceed with broadly similar criteria for what are IFF. At

the very least researchers (and those who guide them) seem likely to have

to:

• Distinguish between ‘international’ and ‘domestic’ IFF.

• Shift to focusing on ‘value’ transfers rather than just on ‘financial’

transfers.

• Include all actors, not only business and government officials.

• Recognise and understand from a country perspective the complexity of

even the apparently straightforward term ‘illegality’.

43. Whether the laws of a country – pertaining to the source of the IFF or the recipient –

meet ‘international norms of justice’ is a subjective judgement that has to be made by those

engaged in the IFF agenda. Law-breaking in some specific cases-by-case instances can be

justified. For instance, some countries’ laws restrict or criminalise ‘whistleblowing’ (whether

by foreign or domestic actors), despite whistleblowing being an essential tool in the

discovery of ‘hidden’ and illegal activities such as IFF and corruption. Another instance may

be exchange control laws or regulations allowing some (eg the army) to access foreign

exchange preferentially and deny access to others who may have a ‘more legitimate’ need for

foreign exchange, say for imports of life-sustaining medical supplies. Other exceptions are

tax avoidance (which some would include as IFF, but most exclude) and flows that may be

illegal, or against rules, but seem morally defensible (eg remittances through alternative

transfer channels by migrants to families in fragile/conflict zones where regulated channels

are no longer open).

44. Kaufmann and Vincente 2011

45. Acemoglu and Robinson 2012
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Only then can donors and others with consistency orient global and country

research towards all relevant IFF activities and accelerate the search for

effective actions.

Estimations of IFF

Problems with the balance of payments (and trade)
perspective

International and country balance of payments and trade databases are

readily available, and many researchers have used them as a shortcut to

estimating the volume of IFF. The two components of almost all global/

multi-country estimates of IFF are unrecorded (presumed illegal) capital

flows and trade misinvoicing. Both are based on historical antecedents: the

capital flight research on the Latin debt crisis in the 1980s and the trade

mispricing studies of Bhagwati.46

The research underpinnings of the IFF agenda thus far have been strongly

influenced by estimates comprising proxies for capital flight and for trade

misinvoicing made by GFI and N&B. Curiously, the relationship between

the IFF definitions and the methodologies these researchers have used to

arrive at IFF estimates has been given little attention.

To understand why this is the case, some background is required on the

balance of payments. The full BoP is an integrated set of statistical accounts

setting out all of the economic interactions of the residents of a country with

the residents of the rest of the world.47

There are two main parts of the Full BoP accounts (see Figure 3):

• The Balance of Payments (BoP): One part (confusingly, also termed

the Balance of Payments), records the transaction flows in a period such

46. Bhagwati 1964; 1967; 1974

47. The term “resident” and “non-resident” in BoP parlance can differ from the terms when

used for determining an individual’s entitlements and obligations regarding border control,

citizenship, nationality, taxation, health, welfare, or electoral purposes. For instance, the

BoP takes the view that a migrant from one country to another becomes a resident in that

other country for BoP purposes after one year.
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as a year, dividing those transaction flows between the current account

(for goods and services transfers – these are the trade flows – and

income transfers), the capital account (mainly for aid-related transfers)

and the financial account (for transactions in money and financial

securities).

• The International Investment Position (IIP) records the stock of

foreign assets and foreign liabilities of the country’s residents at a time

such as the end of a year and accounts for the changes in those stocks

over time.

The following aspects of the BoP framework are important to understand

how IFF currently are identified:

• It is a ‘double entry’ system: for the country, every credit has a

corresponding debit.48 Any discrepancies in the double entry system for

a country are reconciled by including a balancing item or statistical

Figure 4. Simplified illustration of the full balance of payments and its

components. (Source: Alex Erskine)
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discrepancy, termed net errors & omissions (NE&O), to make the three

BoP flow accounts balance. The sum of the balances on the current

account, the capital account and the financial account and the NE&O

has to be zero: this is an accounting identity.

• By convention, these NE&O tend to be considered part of the financial

account, rather than part of the current account or the capital account,

even though the errors and omissions may well have originated outside

the financial account.

• Transactions are valued at market prices prevailing at the time of change

of ownership. Similarly, stocks of assets and liabilities are valued at

market prices on the date specified. In practice, trade transactions are

often recorded at the time of reporting to the customs authorities and at

the values then declared.

National and international statisticians developed a rigorous full BoP

accounting framework in the 1940s and have persisted in reforming and

adjusting the framework to maintain its relevance as global development has

proceeded. Most countries have long had an interest in trade and balance of

payments transaction flows and have their own BoP accounts. As a result,

the quests to find proxies for IFF have habitually started with BoP and trade

data.

The essence of the estimation processes to date has involved adding together

two factors to provide an estimate of IFF (see Figure 4 below):

• BoP data: NE&O is assumed by most IFF researchers to be a proxy for

deliberately undeclared and illegal transactions shifting capital across

the border (described by some as unrecorded capital flows or ‘capital

flight’).

• Trade data: IFF researchers have often also typically derived a ‘mirror

mismatch’ between what the country has recorded as exports to (and

48. The full BoP are a double entry accounting system, which ensures internal consistency.

Transactions in the BoP flow account are reflected in pairs of equal credit and debit entries.

For example, an export transaction for which payment is received through the banking

system involves a credit entry for providing the good to a non-resident (recorded as an

export of a good in the current account) and a debit entry for being provided with foreign

exchange assets due as payment for the export (recorded as a credit/increase in assets under

‘other investment’ in the financial account). Any entries for which there is no 'quid pro quo'

are matched by special offsetting entries, eg in 'current transfers' in the current account

(when offsetting the provision of current resources such as food for famine relief) and in

'capital transfers' in the capital account (when offsetting the provision of capital resources

such as development aid to build a new dam).
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imports from) its trading partners, and what the trading partners have

recorded as imports from (and exports to) the country. After adjusting

for assumed transport and insurance costs, this is used in a variety of

ways to serve as a proxy for what is assumed to be deliberate and illegal

misinvoicing of trade to shift capital across the border.

From the BoP perspective, IFF outflows include not only those IFF outflows

that have been recorded, but also the shortfall from what the country’s full

BoP accounts would have recorded had activities been undertaken legally

and properly reported at market value. The shortfall resulting from an IFF

can occur anywhere in the BoP flow accounts: in items in the current

account or the capital account, as well as always in the financial account.

And the shortfall resulting from an IFF will necessarily also impact on the

country’s international investment position (IIP).

Figure 5. The ‘typical’ research approach to estimating global or multi-

country IFF. (Source: Alex Erskine)
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Consider two examples:

1. An export that is not reported, eg, as a result of smuggling
Illicitly traded goods, such as an export smuggled out, will affect BoP

data in that it will show exports to be lower than if recorded and the

current account more in deficit/less in surplus. If the foreign payment for

the goods is also smuggled (ie not recorded), transaction flows into the

country reported in the financial account will also be lower. If the

foreign payment for the illicitly exported goods enters the country in a

way that is recorded in the financial account, there will be an imbalance

that will be reflected in the net errors and omissions (NE&O).

2. An unrecorded flow of capital out of the country, eg from grand
corruption
Both that flow and, unless it is separately declared, the corresponding

claim over a bank account or securities abroad will fail to feature in the

financial account. Such failures will potentially reflect in a NE&O larger

than otherwise and/or less net foreign assets in the IIP.

Given the previous discussion on the problems with the definition and the

difficulties of identifying the cross-border flows that qualify as illegal, the

question arises whether this BoP and trade data methodology really can

capture the IFF. Table 2 below highlights some of the challenges

confronting researchers regarding the effect of some IFF activities on what

is recorded in the BoP and trade records.
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Assessment of IFF impacts

As previously suggested, researchers cannot be held liable for advocates’

misuse of research. They can however make as clear as possible to

advocates what their IFF estimates represent and some of the uncertainties

in assessing implications of IFF. For instance, tracing though the

development consequences of IFF is complex and the impact of IFF on

development is uncertain. Advocates (and headline writers) at times may

have been confusing what has been estimated to be IFF from a country with

Table 2. Visibility of IFF in the BoP NE&O and trade mismatch records

(Source: Alex Erskine)
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the additional funds for public spending that would be available if the IFF

had not occurred.

The most likely effect of unanticipated IFF outflows is an increase in the

current account deficit creating a shortfall in the BoP (see Figure 4 above).

This requires an increase in the amount of finance that has to be raised from

international sources or from the country’s foreign exchange reserves to

keep the overall balance of payments in balance. This may have further

negative consequences in terms of market or policy changes. Market-driven

changes might include higher interest rates and/or a weaker exchange rate,

each with a variety of implications for economic activity and welfare. Policy

changes may include official moves in interest rates and/or the exchange

rate, suppressing market-driven activities, or changes to planned public

spending or revenues. However, this is only the first of the adverse

economic impacts of IFF outflows.

A second impact may be on the country’s fiscal position. When tax revenues

are lower than planned, say as a result of tax evasion and leading to less

money circulating in the formal economy, fiscal policymakers face a choice:

the government may choose to do nothing but borrow more, or raise other

taxes and/or reduce government spending. All such decisions have varying

economic and development consequences.

The activities that lead to IFF outflows may also cause further damage to

growth and development prospects. For instance, reports of such illegal

activities lead to and perpetuate low levels of trust in formal governance and

the rule of law. In addition, loss of wildlife, trees, fish and other natural

resources through IFF related activities such as smuggling/illicit trade

practices have an impact on the country’s environment that adversely affects

growth and development potential. Such externalities are often hard to value

in monetary terms.

The full cost to development due to IFF is especially hard to assess. Were

the IFF activity not to have occurred, the impact on domestic savings,

national investment (fixed capital spending), and consumption is unclear.

But the presumption is that the potential for domestic development would be

increased if the additional tax revenue from low levels of IFF allowed lower

tax rates or increased public or private investment in infrastructure,

education, health, or productive employment opportunities.
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Nevertheless, researchers (and citizens) have to ask if this is a reasonable

expectation even if more resources would be spent on these policy areas,

other things being equal. Development assistance that has focused on

precisely those policy areas have struggled to show any considerable

developmental effects.49

Confusion over trade misinvoicing

The trade misinvoicing theme is similarly being pushed to an extreme by

analysis that assumes that aggregated ‘mirror’ trade data mismatches (gross

or net) are ‘proof’ of deliberate trade misinvoicing and tax evasion.

Technical rejection of this assumption is provided by the International Trade

Centre (ITC) (International Trade Centre50, undated). The ITC, a joint

agency of the United Nations and the World Trade Organization, alerts

researchers to the numerous reasons why ‘mirror’ trade data will not match

the in-country data even after adjustment for known valuation differences.

This is because many developing countries are non-reporting countries, and

some use differing statistical standards especially for low-value transactions.

Also, timing and exchange rate differences can intrude, as many goods are

shipped to transhipment ports for re-export rather than shipped to their final

destination, and so forth.

Too often these poorly constructed estimates are used to guide further

research work. Their influence is hard to set aside. As just one example, in

reviewing trade mispricing estimates for five African countries, Nicolaou-

Manias51 carefully lists several flaws in using the two most used databases,

the IMF Direction of Trade Statistics (DOTS) and UN COMTRADE.

Nevertheless, her paper repeats other researchers’ poorly-based headline

estimates, and provides estimates for the five countries, even while urging

readers “to be less focused on the actual amounts of [estimated] IFF, as this

is a clandestine activity with resultant data problems” (Ibid: Conclusion).

49. Riddell 2008; Booth 2012

50. http://tradecompetitivenessmap.intracen.org/Documents/TradeCompMap-

Consistency%20of%20Trade%20Statistics-UserGuide-EN.pdf

51. Nicolaou-Manias 2016
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Reflecting on these data concerns, many policymakers and many in the

development/donor community are not persuaded by the magnitudes of the

trade misinvoicing claims.52 The search for a preferred methodology has

started in the UNODC-UNCTAD SDG Indicator exercise. Deliberate

misinvoicing obviously can and does occur, but the quantum is in great

doubt. GFI’s approach to IFF estimates has led to a view that trade

misinvoicing outflow is by far the major type of underlying illegal activity

involved in IFF.53 Global leaders have also announced the G20 is partnering

with the World Customs Organisation (WCO) to throw new light on what is

occurring.54

Trade taxes imposed at Customs border posts and ports clearly create

opportunities for arbitrary delays, discretion on taxes, corruption and other

frauds. The activities need to be understood and assessed. No one could

dispute trade misinvoicing is a potentially major type of IFF and needs to be

reviewed in any country study, but there is no evidence yet to suggest it is

the major type.55 This claim results in part from assumptions (eg, in work by

GFI) that all gross ‘mirror’ trade data mismatches are trade misinvoicing56

and that the net BoP NE&O are the net of all other IFF and that the sum of

the two is the total IFF. Not only should gross and net figures not be

aggregated to create an estimate of total international IFF (it is adding

apples and oranges), but clearly not all data mismatches and discrepancies

reflect IFF.

One reason for why it is unrealistic to rely on the double entry bookkeeping

approach and compare country BoP and trade data to try to figure out the

size of IFF is because of data quality and coverage, which may very well be

a question of governance. Why should we expect that the Central African

Republic has qualitatively comparable data to Norway when there are no

other comparable governance characteristics between the two countries are

of similar quality?

52. UNDP et al 2014; the E-Consultation with Asia Pacific countries

53. Kar and Spanjers 2015

54. G20 2016; WCO 2017

55. Furthermore, even if one were to assume that NE&O-based estimates do indeed

represent the net amount of IFF that is not said to be due to trade misinvoicing (a brave

assumption), we have no means of ascertaining the gross outward capital flows that are

outward IFF or the gross inward IFF that have been netted off to arrive at the net IFF

amount based on NE&O.

56. After adjustment for an assumed cost, insurance and freight/free on board (cif/fob)

ratio.
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BoP and trade accounts may come close to the ideal for double entry

bookkeeping between countries in a statistically well-resourced and tight

economic area such as the European Union (EU), but not in less integrated

or statistically less well-endowed regions. Many developing countries lag in

terms of the coverage and compilation of their BoP, capital flow and

investment positions data. The importance of this is that much of what is

alleged to be deliberate non-reporting or fake reporting may just as well

reflect the different BoP data quality across the countries.

One critic has highlighted the arbitrary assumptions made by GFI,

especially its decision (up to that point) to focus on what is seen as trade

misinvoicing outflows while ignoring inflows.57 Table 3 provides an

illustration, using the findings of two recent (but not the absolute latest)

10-year IFF studies by GFI. The alleged trade misinvoicing outflows are the

sum of export underinvoicing and import overinvoicing (columns a. and d.
in Table 3 below), whereas the alleged trade misinvoicing inflows are the

(bigger) sum of export overinvoicing and import underinvoicing (columns b
and c).

Table 3. The components of trade misinvoicing, all developing countries,

US$ billion. (Source: drawn from Kar and Spanjers, 2014 and 2015b)

57. Nitsch 2015
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Table 3 shows that developing countries had been estimated to be receiving

more ‘misinvoicing’ inflows than outflows. That observation undermines

IFF agenda proponents’ headlines to the effect that an estimated US$6.5

trillion had been drained from developing countries through trade

misinvoicing outflows in the period 2004-2013. The headlines could as

validly claim that an estimate of US$16.5 trillion had been gifted to

developing countries through trade misinvoicing inflows. In recognition of

this criticism, GFI has given some prominence to estimates of trade

misinvoicing for inflows as well as outflows in its latest, 2005-2014,

report.58

While grappling with the IFF estimates, the question of data integrity is

important. As mentioned, unknown parts of statistical discrepancies may

represent weak statistical governance or resourcing in developing countries.

The amounts found by BoP NE&O and trade misinvoicing researchers

varies over time as historic data is revised and research methods change.59

Improvements in methods are important and revisions to underlying data are

inevitable when new and revised country data is submitted. But that also

means data quality will shift over time.

Finally, by at times setting aside estimates of illicit financial inflows which

may contribute to development, the characterisation that emerges does not

quite represent the whole picture. From a political economy perspective,

countries that receive large inflows of IFF may have little incentive to

prevent IFF, fearing that the loss of such inflows will not be replaced by

legal inflows. Obviously, that is not a reason to accept status quo, but it

ought to be important to inform policy and strategy to achieve wanted

change.60

58. GFI 2017b

59. Nitsch 2015

60. Eriksson 2017c; 2018
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The role of corruption in IFF

The SDGs comprise 17 goals and, within those goals, 169 targets.

Corruption and bribery are specifically mentioned in Goal 1661 on peace, for

which Target 16.5 is: “Substantially reduce corruption and bribery in all

their forms”. Target 16.5 overlaps with Target 16.4 in relation to curbing IFF

and facilitating asset recovery related to corruption cases. Table 4 sets out

the SDG targets related to IFF, as seen by the OECD.

61. https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg16
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What stands out from Table 4 above is that successful anti-corruption

policies are recognised as one of several requirements for measures to curb

IFF to be effective. Anti-corruption successes are needed to:

• Ensure many preconditions are achieved, including regulation of

financial markets, rule of law, sound institutions, identity

documentation, public access to information and institutions to combat

crime.

• Disrupt sources of IFF from a large number of activities, in particular,

though not limited to, agricultural productivity/incomes/drugs

production, tax evasion, tobacco control, human trafficking/smuggling

Table 4. SDG targets seen by the OECD as related to IFF and the role of

corruption. Source: from OECD 2015, Table 2.2. p 54 (emphasis added).
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migrants, financial markets, public procurement, and exploitation of

natural resources.

The OECD and World Bank suggest that anti-corruption policies cannot be

subdivided into those that focus on IFF and those that do not. Anti-

corruption policies (presuming they are effective) either reduce IFF directly,

by preventing corrupt activities that are a source of IFF, or indirectly, by

preventing corruption activities which undermine the rule of law and the

quality of governance, making formal governance ineffective.

Still, the predominant understanding of the role of corruption in IFF is as the

process that generates the unlawful gains that are then transferred across

borders. However, only looking at corruption as a source of IFF misses

important linkages between the two practices, as “[c]orruption is both a

source and enabler of IFF.”62

While the volume of IFF is notoriously difficult to estimate, it is perhaps

most difficult to estimate a useful volume of IFF that is related to

corruption.63 Compared to the actual corruption crime level, few corruption

cases are ever exposed and confirmed. It is only confirmed cases that can be

used to establish how much of the cross-border flows of funds that relate to

corruption with any accuracy (according to definitions in criminal law). The

reason for that is that the existence of corruption as defined in law is

confirmed by courts of law. Other accounts are based on perceptions or

experiences of corruption that have not been tested and confirmed by a court

of law. But such positivist views do not mean that non-confirmed instances

of actual corruption do not occur. It would be absurd to claim that few legal

judgements confirming corruption means a kleptocracy or a country with

weak justice system have few instances of actual corruption.

However, what is not confirmed has to be based on some model of

estimation of what could be confirmed as corruption. In addition, to arrive at

an estimation of corruption-based IFF, we also need to estimate the volume

of the proceeds of the many different types of corruption, and how much of

that crosses a border. Those definitions of IFF that also qualify cross-border

flows of funds as IFF if funds are used for corruption also need an estimate

of that.64

62. High Level Panel on Illicit Flows from Africa 2014:51

63. Forstater 2016b; Nitsch 2016

64. Eriksson 2017a
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For obvious reasons, estimates of what is unknown cannot be accurate:

claiming credibility for estimates will require a significant leap of faith. The

resulting volume of corruption-based IFF then needs to be combined with

the highly contested volumes emanating from other types of illegal activities

for a total estimate.65 Those eventual estimates will depend on what

definition is used.66 Yet, to some extent, the link between corruption and IFF

is self-evident in that corruption facilitates “all other aspects of IFFs.”67 By

taking a broader view and keeping the different components of the

definition in mind,68 the role of corruption is considerably larger than only

representing a source of funds for cross-border transfers. The expanded role/

function of corruption in IFF includes:

• Facilitation of illegal transfers
Actors behind illegal (including criminal) activities can use corruption to

access the international financial system for the purpose of hiding and

eventually enjoying the proceeds of their illegal activities.

• Facilitation of the illegal activities that generate the illicit funds
themselves
The role of corruption in trafficking of drugs, humans, toxic waste,

weapons and wildlife is well known.

• Incapacitation of public and private institutions that could prevent
or detect cross-border transfers
Examples of such institutions are financial institutions, intelligence

agencies, tax-, customs-, or trade authorities.69

• Contribution to IFF as a source of funds
This is the current common understanding of the role of corruption in

IFF.

• Facilitation of the illegal use of funds that have crossed a border
Bribery of some kind can be used to make those with a role to prevent

the illegal use of funds (for example for corruption, funding of terrorism,

payment for trafficked goods or people) look the other way.

65. Nitsch 2016

66. Eriksson 2017a

67. High Level Panel on Illicit Flows from Africa 2014:32

68. Eriksson 2017a

69. Attila 2008
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As is clear from the above, policy makers need to recognise corruption’s

broad role in facilitating IFF. Policies dealing with corruption in IFF need a

considerably wider scope than simply addressing the underlying corruption

in individual cases of IFF.70 To make anti-IFF measures effective, policy

makers will need to think much more critically about the nature, location

and type of corruption that is relevant for countering IFF at country level.

Practical proposals at country level

This chapter sets out some thoughts on alternatives for identifying data that

could alleviate some of the discussed problems of methodology to identify

IFF in country studies. The immediate need is to find a robust approach to

identifying and analysing IFF at the country or industry level. Also, an

alternative approach to implementing IFF countermeasures is presented that

recognises the complexity and uncertainties surrounding the implementation

of IFF countermeasures in adverse contexts. Finally, a practical approach is

presented as an alternative to measuring the effects of IFF countermeasures

that builds on experiences from the field of anti-corruption. Rather than

struggling with uncertain IFF estimates and assumptions as a consequence

of unavailable or inaccessible data, which in turn stem from the definition of

IFF, it assumes the effectiveness of countermeasures.

Alternatives for identifying data

As previously discussed, there are numerous challenges to the identification

of IFF. The trade misinvoicing methodology suffers from several

shortcomings, including the assumptions of what it measures as well as only

covering one type of IFF. But there are alternatives to identify IFF that are

also likely to contribute to a better understanding of the contexts of the

flows.

Analysing the steps involved in crimes or illegal activities
linked to cross-border transfers

To understand the facilitators and interconnections of illegal activities and

crime involved in cross-border transfers, country studies will need to trace

70. Chêne 2011
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through the illegality or illegalities involved in an IFF. These might occur at

any (or every) stage of an IFF activity (see Figure 6).

Example:

• A poaching crime financed from abroad followed by the illegal

Figure 6. The stages of an IFF activity
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smuggling of wildlife parts
In the planning, there will have been an intent that a crime be

committed. At the planning or mobilisation stages, some funding may

have been transferred into the country to pay the poachers and their

costs. At the mobilisation or undertaking stages, corrupt payments may

have been made to secure non-enforcement of the law against poaching,

and arms and ammunition illegally obtained. The undertaking stage may

involve several illegal acts: killing wildlife, dismemberment and

undeclared export of wildlife parts as well as illegal internal and cross-

border financial flows. In the near-final stage, the foreign party may

receive the illegal products for use or sale and illegal payments in-

country and abroad may be made. Bribes may have been paid, or fees

paid for accounting and legal advice, in effect to secure the secrecy of

the crime, to hide the source of funds (money laundering), and to evade

taxes.

Mapping the interconnections between various illegal activities and crimes

is a common practice in crime prevention to identify strategic crime

prevention measures. As suggested in the poaching example above, several

illegal activities and crimes may be linked to the same cross-border transfer.

This raises the risk of double-counting (or worse) if the outflows from all

individual types of crimes are aggregated. To reduce the risk of double-

counting, in each instance the main predicate crime must be identified, and

intermediate crimes linked to that predicate crime.

Mapping trafficking-type crimes leading to IFF
Trafficking crimes (the activity of selling and buying goods or people

illegally) may involve value in some form (drugs, humans, wildlife, fish,

forestry, waste, weapons, etc.) crossing borders, rather than money or

financial capital. As discussed above, many IFF definitions refer to illegal

cross-border transfers of money/financial capital, which would mean that

such illegal cross-border value transfers do not qualify as IFF. Nevertheless,

trafficking-type crimes may through payments result in illicit financial

inflows, but also consist of contributing illegal acts or crimes somewhere

along a trafficking operation that result in a cross-border flow. As illustrated

in Figure 7 below, country studies seeking to identify such flows inevitably

become highly detailed.
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The illustration above only covers one sector of one industry and its

potential IFF activity. Something similar could be required for each of the

major IFF activities involved in many developing countries.

A starting place is GFI’s all-developing-countries aggregate trafficking-and-

counterfeit approach to IFF.71 This looks at IFF involved in a dozen or so

different markets/crime types involving developing countries in one way or

another – often as a source (Table 5 below).

Figure 7. Financial flows linked to the Sierra Leone Artisanal and Small-

scale Gold Mining Sector (after financing and start-up costs). (Source:

Global Initiative and Estelle Levin Ltd. 2017b. Figure 5, p16.)

71. Haken 2011; Centre for Applied Research et al. 2016; May 2017
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Table 5. Estimated values of transnational crime (US$ billions)
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The 2011 Haken72 study was widely quoted,73 and other researchers

developed a broadly supporting database, with some country detail, see for

instance Havocscope74. The latter partially addressed the problem of the risk

of double counting by leaving aside any additional estimates from studies of

corruption, tax evasion or money laundering.

Haken makes clear that the estimates may not relate to flows into or out of

developing countries, as an estimate of the value of an illicit market does

not say much about how much of that value will actually translate to cross-

border transfers of funds (eg the drug trafficking estimates are well above

what the supplier countries receive).75 Even though the estimates may be

difficult to define, source and reconcile, the question is whether this crime-

based/market-based approach to estimating IFF gives more insight than the

traditional NE&O and trade-data mismatch studies. The answer depends

entirely on the quality of estimates, and not least, on whether they actually

represent the realities of IFF in specific countries.

Investigating tax crimes leading to IFF
The so-called ‘tax gap’ is a powerful concept in the quest for improved

domestic resource mobilisation. It is the difference between a country’s

estimated potential tax revenue and its actual tax revenue. It can be

attributed to two parts (see Figure 8 below):

1. A policy gap
A shortfall in tax collections due to legislated tax policy.

2. A compliance gap
A shortfall in tax collections due either to evasion/non-compliance by

those with tax obligations or to an inability of the tax authorities to

enforce the laws.

72. http://www.gfintegrity.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/

gfi_transnational_crime_high-res.pdf

73. UNODC 2011a

74. http://www.havocscope.com/

75. Haken 2011
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Understanding the size of the compliance gap and its split between

domestically-contained tax crimes and those linked to an international flow

of funds is a key focus for a country IFF study. It is the international flow

component of the compliance gap that is an IFF, while the policy gap, by

comparison, is a policy choice by government – making any outward flows

due to that policy choice legal and not an IFF.

Country research on tax gaps can learn from leading international practice,

eg from UK HMRC. Different taxes and their tax gaps are best studied in

different ways. HMRC uses top-down and bottom-up methods to measure

the gaps for different types of taxes.76

Figure 8. The components of the tax gap (not drawn to scale). Source:

Kloeden, 2014)

76. HMRC 2015
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Exploring international banking and other data on financial assets
abroad
There has been increasing research on international financial statistics that

may provide useful supplementary information for country studies of IFF.

The G20-OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting project is driving the

development of new data sources as well as improvements on what has

previously been available. Crivelli et al77 have used this and existing sources

to build a view of tax choices by multinational companies.78 Similarly,

Gabriel Zucman and collaborators and others including Cobham and

Janský79 (2017) have led a line of analysis that seeks to connect insights on

taxes paid or not paid with estimates of the stock of financial assets held

abroad.80

Johannesen, Tørsløv and Wier81 explore whether developing countries are

more exposed to multinational tax avoidance than advanced economies.82

Although tax avoidance does not fit within the current definitions of IFF, the

research methods may be applicable in country studies to identify flows that

are directed at locations known to represent secrecy. These lines of inquiry

have potential to develop rapidly as additional forms of information from

the OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting project become available.

The Bank of International Settlements83 (BIS) has been increasing the detail

of its published international banking statistics based on location, while

other sources are arising from new international cooperation including the

OECD Common Reporting Standards and increasing exchange of

ownership and tax information. The data may, however, remain very partial

and many developing countries may not have the capacity to participate.

Even if the data becomes sufficiently detailed and robust, the key will be

trying to forge a link from those comparatively high-level studies to

country-level analysis. Difficulties are bound to arise in tying changes in

asset holdings in, say, a secrecy jurisdiction to flows initiated by residents of

a particular country, as residency can (and does) change over time for many

reasons.

77. https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2015/wp15118.pdf

78. Crivelli et al 2015

79. https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/statistics/IFF/

Background_paper_B_Measurement_of_Illicit_Financial_Flows_UNCTAD_web.pdf

80. Alstadsæter, Johannesen and Zucman 2018

81. https://www.wider.unu.edu/sites/default/files/wp2016-10.pdf

82. Johannesen, Tørsløv and Wier (2016)

83. https://www.bis.org/
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Data on corruption offences leading to IFF
Whereas the role of corruption in IFF can differ considerably (see chapter

4), the source of money for IFF can arise from corruption. The country

researcher faces severe problems to establish the size of IFF that has

corruption as its source. The reporting, prosecution and conviction of

corruption offences are limited in most countries. Suspicious transaction

reports as a consequence of the implementation of AML/CFT regulations

are also scant and confidential, especially the reporting on suspicious

transactions of Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs).84

While there is often a supposition that the monies from grand corruption are

more prone to flow abroad than are monies from petty corruption/bribe-

harvesting,85 the ‘hardest’ evidence will often be the records of corruption

crimes seen from abroad, eg in jurisdictions with stronger enforcement of

anti-corruption laws. Although corruption convictions can be expected to

fall short of actual committed corruption offences in most countries, that

discrepancy can be expected to be worse in many developing country

contexts. This is particularly relevant in countries with particularistic

governance regime types/weak rule of law.86 Given the notorious difficulty

of establishing any reliable data on actual corruption levels and in linking it

to recorded or unrecorded flows out of a country, the realism and quality of

the estimation methodology will be fundamental.

Improving the research approach to trade misinvoicing studies
Country researchers are often asked to estimate the extent of trade

misinvoicing without having access to the data required to do so. What may

perplex country researchers and those commissioning their work is that at

no stage in assigning an estimate to trade misinvoicing in the main studies

are any trade invoices or trade shipments actually reviewed.

84. De Simone and Zagaris 2014

85. Chaikin and Sharman 2009; Reed and Fontana 2011

86. Mungiu-Pippidi 2015
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Trade misinvoicing is a term assigned to the difference between what the

trade statistics record in ‘mirror’ trading partners (often confined to

advanced countries) and what is recorded in the developing country, with an

adjustment to take out costs of insurance and freight. To derive insight into

specific instances, the country researcher would need systematic access to

invoices, real time market prices, tax records, audited accounts that validate

claims and a detailed understanding of international shipping and statistical

and customs processes, as well as confidence regarding what was actually

shipped.87 Such research is undoubtedly a tremendous task that is both hard

to organise and potentially derailed by legal and privacy concerns.

Being closer to the data during country studies and aware of the capacity

and methods of the in-country agencies that compile the data, researchers

will see the less-than-perfect nature of the multi-country international

databases on flows of trade in goods, as well as the problems with the data

in country databases. Country IFF researchers seeking to identify ‘mirror’

trade data mismatches need to understand the data compilations of both the

country in question and its trading partners.

Nitsch suggests three practical improvements to the global-level research

approach to trade misinvoicing,88 which directly apply to country studies as

well:

1. Focus on country-level evidence about procedures using misinvoiced

trade transactions to move capital unrecorded out of a country, to gauge

the overall relevance of trade misinvoicing versus alternatives such as

smuggling cash, and for IFF to secrecy/tax havens.

2. Restrict the empirical analysis to a limited sample of the largest pairwise

trade relationships, to allow more detailed analysis of misinvoicing

behaviour.

3. Identify any systematic variation in discrepancies across products and

countries, which can help correct for alternative sources of disparities in

pairwise trade statistics.

87. Trade documentation is both complex and still mostly paper-based. The efficiency gain

from digitisation is significant. See The Economist 2018. The digitisation of trade's paper

trail may be at hand

88. Nitsch 2015
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Even with that more limited scope, real insight into trade misinvoicing will

be bedevilled by potential for corruption in the processes for inspecting,

assessing and recording trade flows.89 The limited adoption of modern

techniques of identification of goods in export or import trade also sets back

efforts to cross-check licenses and approvals (eg for natural resources

including timber).

Understanding the drivers and facilitators of IFF

It is at the country study level that incoherence in some of the policies

proposed in the IFF agenda stands out. Only after addressing the issues of

definition and estimation of IFF can attention effectively turn to the issues

of diagnosis and prescription.

Anti-IFF prescriptions based on IFF research typically lead to

recommendations of stronger policy coherence, reduced secrecy, better

implementation of laws, enhanced law enforcement as a deterrent, and more

rigour and effectiveness of regulatory agencies, such as customs and tax

authorities.90

What many of these recommendations have in common is that they are

poorly anchored in the governance realities of specific countries.91 For

policy prescriptions to be effective, they need to fit with the context where

they are intended to be implemented.92 Where such contextual conditions do

not exist that allow for prescribed policies to be implemented, alternative

policy measures will be required.93 These can concern the establishment of

such preconditions or of different measures that can be implemented.94

89. Anson, Cadot and Olarreaga 2003

90. OECD 2014

91. Reuter 2011

92. Khan 2010

93. Eriksson 2017c

94. Eriksson 2017d; Riddell 2008
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Related to the strength of preconditions to make policy measures feasible is

the choice of whether to focus on repressive means to reduce the illegal

activities that qualify cross-border transfers as IFF, or whether to focus on

understanding what drives and facilitates such activities and attempt to

address them. Given the harsh critique of governance policies seeking to

improve formal institutions that deal with norm-infringements,95 there are

strong arguments to review the underlying drivers and facilitators of

unwanted behaviour, as some are clearly policy induced.96

That alternative will require a different focus of attention for country

studies. The incentives and market structures differ across the spectrum of

IFF, activity by activity, and from context to context.97 Such factors and

dynamics matter considerably as they influence human action. We now have

a convergence of several disciplines in social science that point to the need

to refer to actors as the "the microfoundations of social causes and

processes" and "constitute the causal necessity of social mechanisms.98"

Daniel Little explains99:

"[i]n order to provide concrete accounts of social processes in various

cultural and historical settings, we need to have fairly specific theories of

the actor in those settings: what motivates actors, what knowledge do they

have of their environment, what cognitive and practical frameworks do they

bring to their experiences of the world, what do they want, how do they

reason, how do they relate to other actors, what norms and values are

embedded in their action principles?"

95. Mungiu-Pippidi 2015; Persson et al 2013

96. Khan 2010

97. Jain 2001; Khan 2012

98. https://understandingsociety.blogspot.no/2018/01/actors-in-historical-

epochs.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed:+Under

standingsociety+(UnderstandingSociety)

99. https://understandingsociety.blogspot.no/2011/10/theories-of-actor.html
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In the new sub-fields of relational sociology,100 processual sociology101 and

identity economics,102 there is a strong emphasis on the interactions with

others that determine the course of a social activity. Other new

developments in the thinking around human action in economics understand

actors as processing information using cultural mental models, which

incorporate endogenous preferences, perception, and cognition. These

endogenous factors of ‘enculturated actors’ are of course influenced by

other actors as well as the environment.103 In other words, the study of

drivers and facilitators is the study of human action in specific contexts.

Looking at drivers and facilitators of unwanted human action in context

means interrogating the root of the problem rather than assuming the

problems leading to IFF are the same regardless. Understanding the drivers

and facilitators can contribute to identifying more effective IFF

countermeasures by making sure policies are fine-tuned to the context in a

manner that they can be complied with (rather than counting on repression

to force compliance).

An example of such fine-tuning can be found in the structure of the tax

system. Taxes can establish behavioural incentives in contexts where tax

legislation is largely complied with. Setting tax rates is a decision driven by

many factors and can both encourage behaviours that are wanted and

discourage those that are unwanted. Thus, taxing exports beyond allowing

for a fair level of economic returns on the investments involved and taxing

participation in the formal economy at a level that is not matched by access

to benefits are both potential examples of counterproductive tax policies.

Box A. Collective action initiatives at the

international level

From a developing country perspective, there are gains to be

made from finding ways to coordinate or merge policy and

100. Powell and Dépelteau 2013

101. Abbott 2016

102. Akerlof and Kranton 2000; Kranton 2016

103. Hoff and Stiglitz 2016
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regulatory reforms with other policy/issue areas that have

direct relevance for the reduction of IFF, such as financial and

economic inclusion and broadening the tax base.

There are also gains from piggybacking on international efforts

aimed at reducing the attraction of secrecy/tax havens and

tools used in countering IFF, eg the base erosion and profit

shifting (BEPS) actions and tax information exchange

agreements.104 The inclusive framework brings together over 100

countries and jurisdictions to collaborate on the

implementation of the OECD/ G20 Base Erosion and Profit

Shifting (BEPS) Package. The inclusive framework will also

support the development of the toolkits for low-capacity

developing countries. The G20 Development Working Group

(G20 DWG) has requested the IMF, the OECD, the UN and the

WBG to work together on the development of toolkits and

guidance to support low-capacity developing countries to

address BEPS issues.105

Policy coherence and consistency

The most obvious instances of incoherence in any country’s IFF-curbing

actions are announcements of increased concern and enforcement that are

not followed by effective action. But there is incoherence built into anti-IFF

policy recommendations that make it harder to participate in international

trade, for instance requiring auditor/accountant sign-off on individual

shipments, or recommendations that make it harder to obtain trade finance.

These impediments would not align with SDG target 17.11 to “increase

significantly the exports of developing countries, in particular with a view to

doubling the LDC share of global exports by 2020”. Similarly, there is

incoherence in anti-IFF recommendations that create restrictions on highly-

demanded products eg for alcohol, gambling, drugs, cigarettes and tobacco

104. OECD 2017

105. OECD 2017
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and currency. A typical example is setting tax rates too high, which

establishes incentives for black market creation and illegal supply.

In addition, industry policy in developing countries (as well as in developed

economies) is also often incoherent from the perspective of the IFF agenda.

Attempts to set in-country prices of transportable goods and services below

or above world market prices are likely to induce smuggling, IFF flows

either outwards or inwards depending on where prices are highest, and

create pressure on industry to relocate on the basis of temporary and

unsustainable price advantages. Such policies undermine respect and

compliance with laws.

Perhaps the best example of getting markets working to improve the rule of

law and aid compliance can be found in reforms to exchange rate regimes:

see Box B below.

Box B. The exchange rate regime, corruption and

IFF

One of the great non-intuitive considerations in the IFF field is

the exchange rate regime as a driver of both IFF and corruption.

The habitual approach in IFF research has been that exchange

rate flexibility and easing in exchange controls has seen an

increase in IFF, which flow ‘at the push of a button.’106

106. Reed and Fontana 2011:23
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Across the literature, there is a similar ‘fear of freedom’, based

on the misperception that this means a loss of control and that

IFF crimes of all types (tax, corruption and other theft,

trafficking and money laundering) will go unreported,

undetected and unpunished. Many IFF reports call for

tightening exchange controls or making their enforcement

effective.107 Even the 2016 OECD Sustainable and Coherence

paper108 warns that IFF can lead to exchange rate volatility and

that liberalisation of exchange controls must have regard to the

risk of undermining containment of IFF.

Some history may help correct this perspective. Tight exchange

controls and fixed, uncompetitive exchange rates, along with

dwindling foreign exchange reserves, were recognised as a key

driver of capital flight (ie IFF) in the 1970s and 1980s. But with

the new ‘IFF agenda’ research adoption of ‘capital flight’ as a

proxy for non-trade-misinvoicing IFF flows, amnesia has set in

amongst leading figures in the research community.

The fears are not based on research. Overall, there has been

little research done on exchange rate regimes as a driver of IFF.

If more of that research had been conducted, the paradoxical

finding in more recent periods likely would be that looser

exchange rate regimes with more competitive, flexible exchange

rates and easier access to foreign exchange are associated with

less IFF than are tighter exchange rate regimes with less

competitive, fixed exchange rates and more difficult access to

foreign exchange.

107. High Level Panel 2014

108. http://www.oecd.org/publications/better-policies-for-sustainable-

development-2016-9789264256996-en.htm
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The paradox would be easily explained. The tighter and less

competitive regimes give an incentive to seek preferential

access to the country’s foreign exchange reserves (usually

accessible to the corrupt government and select others). Those

denied such access are more-or-less ‘forced’ into accessing

foreign currency through an illegal ‘black’ market, even for

legitimate needs. This is well described by Kingsley Moghalu,

former deputy governor of the central bank of Nigeria.109 There

is no greater everyday abuse of power than an official’s ability

to determine who gets access to scarce foreign reserves and

who gets to use that spending power. Looser and more

competitive regimes remove that incentive: indeed, anyone

seeking foreign exchange has to find another wishing to sell at

the market rate and the central bank has no reason to be the

supplier. In this way, a legitimate in-country marketplace

develops, with all participants interested in transparency and

fair market conduct (which has to be regulated), and the ‘black’

market disappears.

One might wonder why such amnesia and reluctance to engage

with such an obvious topic for IFF research are so prevalent. In

part, these may be due to fear that the IMF “owns the policy

space” on exchange control regimes and exchange rate systems,

and interlopers tread there at their own risk. This fear might

even affect the OECD, blinkering its search and advocacy of

coherent policies for containing IFF. This suggests it is time for

the IMF to enter the IFF research conversation.

Only once a country study has reached the point of having thoroughly

assessed the drivers of IFF that prevail in the country under study is it time

to review what policies may be effective.

109. Moghalu 2016
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Conclusion

With country studies being the next phase of the IFF research agenda, it is

necessary to address the many problems of the IFF agenda. As for

corruption, the lack of precision in its role along the different IFF chains

makes it difficult to target anti-corruption measures. Depending on the

definition of IFF used, we also see that the scope of the target may be

narrow or very large. Subsequently, without more precision and clarity to

the concept of IFF and the role of corruption, any specific anti-corruption

focus will be difficult to operationalise for donors.

This paper suggests that it is time to address remaining areas of confusion

and imprecision, to help find avenues for progress in effectively addressing

IFF. It is unfortunate that the IFF agenda has been built around weak

foundations but that also means that there is plenty of scope for

improvement. The mantra “what can’t be measured can’t be

managed”110was adopted, and proxy measures created, before the thinking

on the underlying concept had been settled.111 Impatience amongst anti-IFF

campaigners to ‘follow the money’ and the availability of easily

manipulated multi-country databases have led to a profusion of approaches

to identifying and making estimates of IFF. Unfortunately, few of them,

including the common policy agenda, match the underlying concept of

IFF.112

There is some urgency. Country studies have to proceed even while many of

the components of the international agenda are in motion (and hopefully

will proceed further). Each country study will be unique, as each country is

unique. Country studies entail a search for practical policies that will help

curb the IFF affecting the individual country, tailored to the circumstances

of the country as well as to the evolving international tax and governance

environment.

The main problem is still that IFF activity is riddled with secrecy, hidden

from sight and all official – or unofficial – records. Thus, accurate hard data

will never be available. Instead, what can be done is to define the concept

with clarity, trace through what may or may not be IFF, and draw on or

110. Attributable to William Thomson, the Scottish physicist also known as Lord Kelvin,

from a lecture in 1883.

111. Fontana 2010

112. Eriksson 2017e
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develop some proxies that really are likely to reflect actual IFF. That

likelihood will no doubt depend on how well those proxies correspond to

what is found through research at country level. A common source of data

for identifying and establishing the volume of IFF is surely not going to pass

the plausibility test, given what is known about the considerable difference

in governance realities between countries.

Recommendations

Curbing IFF through research

Three suggestions are that international donors:

1. Downplay the past – flawed – IFF estimates

No matter how attractive the donors find the headline estimates of IFF as

support for projects and programmes, researchers at country level can waste

valuable resources trying to work out how the estimates were created and

why they are flawed.

2. Focus research in-country and in-depth across the full
range of IFF-related activities

Assist this effort by resourcing a multi-agency task force able to contribute

to how much of the different criminal activities occur in the country. That

task force should be composed in a manner that provides in-depth expertise

and easy access to vital information while considering how to overcome the

considerable risks to data integrity. Only in this way can drivers and

facilitators be identified with confidence and prioritisation for action

determined. As much of the research resource as possible should be applied

to assessing what policies might make a difference.
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3. Place a high premium in research projects on
avoidance of incoherence in country (as well as
international) anti-IFF and other policies.

Creating positive incentives and making markets work in ways that

encourage compliance with laws and policy intentions of authorities are

generally preferable to ex post deterrence policies (higher penalties, tougher

sanctions in laws and rules, more restrictions and more law enforcement

resources). As in any country, there is of course a need to focus on

enforcement as well as prevention, but as seen in the anti-corruption

research, effective law enforcement presumes strong rule of law, which

assumes that corruption is not systemic and part of a different governance

regime type.113 Furthermore, law enforcement is highly unlikely to be

effective where the incentives to move outside the law are high due to, for

instance, poor tax policies or costly compliance with the law. Prevention has

the added advantage of being less threatening to those who have a vested

interest of maintaining the status quo or to keep governance weak.114

Focusing anti-corruption policies on curbing IFF

1. Recognise that corruption is also a fundamental hurdle
to implementing anti-IFF measures at country level

As pointed out in chapter 4, the relationship between IFF and corruption is

much broader than what is commonly referred to when discussing IFF.

Corruption facilitates illegal transfers, since corrupt regimes need to access

the international financial system to hide and eventually enjoy the proceeds

of their looting. Corruption facilitates the illegal activities that generate the

illicit funds themselves. Corruption also incapacitates public and private

institutions that could prevent or detect the transfers, such as financial

institutions, intelligence agencies, tax, customs, or trade authorities.115

Adding to that, corruption itself can be a source of funds for IFF, while it

can also have the role of facilitating the illegal use of funds that have

crossed a border by making those with a role to prevent it instead receive an

illicit personal or group benefit by looking the other way.

113. Mungiu-Pippidib 2015; World Bank 2017; Persson et al. 2013; Eriksson 2017c

114. Reuter 2011

115. Attila 2008
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2. Prioritise the enablers/disablers of IFF that are
preconditions for succeeding in curbing IFF if there is
enough popular and powerful support

Priorities are unavoidable in any agenda, including the anti-corruption

agenda. It would appear more effective from an anti-IFF perspective if anti-

corruption efforts were focused on ensuring reducing corruption across

various enablers/disablers, since such reductions are preconditions for

succeeding in curbing IFF. Examples of general enablers/disablers are the

rule of law, collective action, informal governance and the dominant power

relations that influence governance, appropriate type and scope of

regulation, as well as sound and efficient formal governance institutions,

including effective law enforcement. In the private sector, examples include

corporate transparency, as well as measures to improve the governance and

content of services offered by corporate service providers, should country

research identify such actors as enablers (whether legal or not).

There is certainly nothing new to this, as improving formal governance has

been a foundation of anti-corruption policies since their inception. But

before continuing down a tested and failed policy of calling for technical

assistance to fill technical capacity gaps regardless of contextual realities,

the preconditions for improving the quality of formal governance have to be

recognised and assessed. Where regulatory capacities are weak, the

suggested options may require alternative measures to be effective. Recent

research on some of the rare successes in anti-corruption with pronounced

effects point to the importance of a population that is capable of demanding

such governance116 while having enough power to effect change.117

116. Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston 2017:259

117. Khan 2010
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3. Support collective action initiatives to reshape social
norms and expectations

Where public institutions are weak, collective action initiatives around

corruption in sectors or services that are particularly conducive to IFF may

be an alternative to typical technical assistance support.118Rather than trying

to build a house on a foundation that is not there, in such contexts it is the

foundation that needs primary attention.119

4. Focus attention on policy consequences, institutions,
factors, and dynamics relevant to grand/political
corruption to find contextually relevant entry points for
its prevention

The grand/political corruption activities that lead more directly to IFF are

not necessarily touched by the above recommendations, except collective

action for political change or accountability or if the rule of law and

governance (including sufficient bureaucratic autonomy) in law

enforcement is strong enough.120

Measures that are more directly targeted at grand corruption mostly assume

a certain quality of formal public sector governance: administrative

effectiveness, competency, accountability and sufficient autonomy, as well

as an independent (formally and informally), capable, just and effective

Judiciary. Examples of such policies include financial and economic

intelligence gathering on actors involved in or close to political institutions,

automatic scrutiny of transactions by Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs),

enforcing ‘unexplained wealth’ offences, and establishing strong control and

transparency in SOEs and their economic activities, including qualitative

criteria for director eligibility and the composition of Boards of Directors.121

Other examples concern improving the transparency, constraints, control,

and accountability in public financial management for all public funds

regardless of institution.

118. Gavrilets and Richerson 2017

119. Chabal 2009; Bicchie 2006; Mungiu-Pippidi 2015; Jütting et al 2007

120. Fukuyama 2013; Simon 1997; Carpenter 2001

121. Curi et al. 2016
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Given recent examples of the many ways122 that a majority government can

subvert public institutions through the use of legal processes, certain policy

consequences, institutions, factors and dynamics would require strong

attention:

1. The actual beneficiaries of adopted government policies -Public

policy can be motivated by transparent or hidden interests. So called re-

nationalisation policies as well as privatisation policies have been

known to create enormous rents under certain circumstances. Such rents

can be created through policy decisions that somehow set market pricing

out of play, or that rely on the influence of oligopolistic market actors

with political connections to control prices, or otherwise limit the

criteria for eligible buyers making the pricing mechanism

uncompetitive. Equally, regional policies for growth, investment or

infrastructure development may legally set fair competition

requirements aside, creating the conditions for legal rent extraction by

companies that are somehow politically connected. Of particular

importance is the ability to monitor policies closely in contexts with

considerable inequality. Elite capture of political processes is a particular

risk in highly unequal societies. Also, where inequality co-exists with

strong client relationships, the risk of political corruption resulting in

extraction of rents to personal or limited group interests are high.123

2. The preconditions for governance integrity: Institutions like the

Treasury, the institution in charge of offering loan guarantees for public

agencies, public procurement oversight agencies, the oversight agencies

for lending and for transaction activities of financial institutions, and

financial intelligence gathering are all important to prevent and detect

grand/political corruption. In all these, meritocracy, sufficient

bureaucratic autonomy from government, resources, clarity and

simplicity of mission, technical capacity, transparency, normative

constraints, and control and accountability are all important to prevent

IFF. If not already weak, relaxing the capacities of these institutions

through various means can be a way to enable IFF with grand/political

corruption as its source.124

3. The preconditions for effective monitoring by journalists, civil
society and researchers: the environment, capacities and vitality125 of

122. http://pari.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Betrayal-of-the-

Promise-25052017.pdf

123. Rothstein and Varraich 2017; Zuniga 2018; Grindle 2012; Schneider 2013

124. Charron et al. 2016; Cruz and Keefer 2015; Bhorat et al. 2017
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actors that have an important role to monitor and control the use of

public office is fundamental. Journalists and researchers have very

important roles to play by investigating the rationale and foundations of

economic policies, budget processes, and the eventual use of budgets.

Complexities introduced for instance in Public Private Partnership (PPP)

arrangements can create more scope for corruption, which therefore

needs close attention.

4. The capacity of society at large to act (human agency) in a way that

can change and shape their collective and individual environment

influences the risk of abuse of public office in the form of grand/political

corruption that may lead to IFF.126 As suggested above in point 1, it is

easy to see how high societal power concentration and structural

dependencies on elites (patronage/clientelism) undermine the possibility

of political contestation and create further incentives to maintain such

inequality as a way to protect vested interests.127

The four points above are not intended as general policy prescriptions to

prevent IFF emanating from grand/political corruption. What they do is

point out what could be relevant policy problems given the specific country

circumstances, as exposed in country-level research. The different aspects of

institutions and various other factors and dynamics pointed out above offer

potential entry points for policy choices depending on what country level

research show.

Either way, what is very clear is that the current anti-IFF policies need to

take into account corruption’s many different roles in facilitating IFF. In

particular, policy makers should recognise that corruption is not only—as

commonly suggested—a source of illicit funds but is also a fundamental

hurdle to implementing anti-IFF measures at country level. If anti-IFF

measures are to be effective, ignoring the many roles of corruption in

enabling IFF is not an option.

125. With reference to what is required for actors to at all be willing to engage in monitoring

of public office.

126. Johnston and Mungiu-Pippidi 2017; Bandura 2007

127. Jütting et al 2007; Grindle 2012; Schneider 2013; Reuter 2011; Akmemana et al. 2015;

You 2014
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High corruption risk environments

The global anti-corruption agenda assumes that governments have a strong

interest in achieving higher standards of governance and to limit the risk of

conflicts through political means. There is little that donors can do directly

for those countries that do not share these aspirations beyond keeping on

trying. Eliminating conflict and promoting the rule of law are priorities

before conditions will emerge that are conducive to curbing the in-country

attractions of IFF. In the meantime, the anti-corruption agenda needs to rely

on the international framework in developed countries and the external

creation of constraints.

For those countries, the international community can strive to make it as

difficult as possible for corruption-driven IFF. While the governance

capacities of other countries may be stronger, the complexities of political

economic interests also in such polities still make that idea challenging. The

Financial Secrecy Index 2018128 ranks jurisdictions according to their

secrecy and the scale of their offshore financial activities, along factors that

may be more or less relevant for secrecy (Forstater, forthcoming). It still

shows that secrecy appears to be an interest of more developed nations with

strong governance capacities. Efforts to implement integrity standards in the

international financial system have so far not shown great results. This is

clear from Financial Action Task Force129 evaluations of how states and

industry-actors implement the formally required framework for the

international financial system.The varying degrees of commitment to

transparency between nations is a real concern. Previous experiences from

seeking to address harmful secrecy through the OECD have been described

as disappointing.130 The USA’s refusal to commit to address these issues

undermined effective collective action both against secrecy and harmful tax

regimes (Ibid). The lack of genuine commitment was also evident from

other nations that formed part of a collective action initiative against

secrecy: “Every time a political opportunity arose, all states failed to deliver

on their promises to amend their laws.”131 The fact that the world’s largest

economy still has no interest to commit132 indicates a need to consider

whether the possibility of a global level playing field is utopian.

128. https://www.financialsecrecyindex.com/introduction/fsi-2018-results

129. http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/

mutualevaluations/?hf=10&b=0&s=desc%28fatf_releasedate%29

130. Sævold 2012

131. Sævold 2012:117, author’s translation

132. Shaxon 2017
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The country-specific monitoring reports133 on the implementation of the

OECD Anti-bribery Convention134 equally disclose the limited interests of

developed nations to implement the Convention effectively. This indicates

the limitations of relying on more developed nations to compensate for

weak domestic governance that enables IFF with grand/political corruption

as its source and enabler. The structure of international cooperation in law

enforcement further undermines the idea of relying on the international

community to compensate for weak domestic interests and capacities to

prevent IFF. The structural constraints of the international community's

relationships and diverging interests limit the potential for effectiveness in

returning IFF outflows based on grand/political corruption.135 Perhaps the

most depressing as well as hopeful observation has to do with the view that

the current community of nation states is outdated. According to this view,

the international system of nation states is unable to address international,

systemic and complex problems like IFF.136 From that perspective, it is the

work on a new international system that needs attention.

133. http://www.oecd.org/corruption/countryreportsontheimplementationoftheoecdanti-

briberyconvention.htm

134. http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/oecdantibriberyconvention.htm

135. Stephenson et al. 2011; Eriksson 2018

136. Dasgupta 2018; Heywood (forthcoming)
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